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Abstract 

Horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing are two key technologies key to unlocking 

the enormous amount of hydrocarbons retained in the source rock. Efficient drilling and 

completion programs require quantitative estimates of the vertical and lateral variation 

of the drillability and fracability of the rock.  

 Previous studies have shown that Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots from surface 

seismic data can be used to quantitatively grade reservoir rocks in unconventional plays. 

In this thesis, I examine the utility of these cross plots with actual field data acquired 

from the Lower Barnett Shale play. I use seismically inverted Poisson’s ratio as a 

fracability discriminator and Young’s modulus as an indicator of Total Organic Carbon 

(TOC) richness and porosity. I classify the Lower Barnett Shale in the study area into 

four rock groups: Brittle-Rich, Rich-Ductile, Brittle-Poor, and Ductile-Poor. I validate 

these results using production logs recorded in four horizontal wells and microseismic 

data acquired while fracturing six horizontal wells. Production logs directly measure the 

rates coming from each perforation cluster while microseismic events directly measure 

locations where the rock breaks. 

 Integration of seismic data, production logs and microseismic data indicates that 

Brittle-Rich zones are the most suitable locations to drill wells in this particular shale 

play because they exhibit two components: significant hydrocarbon in place and 

sufficient strength to sustain effective fractures. On the other hand, rock zones 

characterized as Ductile-Poor should be avoided during drilling and fracturing since 

once the fracturing pressure is released, the rock will close back against the proppant 

resulting in ineffective completions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In an attempt to reduce the United States’ dependence on energy imports and to satisfy 

the ever growing demand for energy, there has been an increasing emphasis on 

developing the vast hydrocarbon resources in unconventional accumulations of oil and 

gas, primarily in shale oil and shale gas plays. (Bruner and Smosna, 2011; Schenk and 

Pollastro, 2002). Traditionally, gas production from shale was virtually non-existent 

because gas shales are characterized by extremely low permeabilities on the order of a 

few nano-Darcies. However with the rapid evolution of drilling and completion 

technology over the past two decades, shale gas plays now constitute a significant 

percentage of overall US gas production (EIA, 2011). 

A key development critical to making shale wells economically productive over 

extended periods of time is hydraulic fracture treatment. In combination with horizontal 

well technology, shale gas wells are now orders of magnitude more productive than 

wells completed in similar settings in the 1990s to the early 2000s. Shale wells are now 

routinely completed with a suite of hydraulic fracture treatments in several stages 

(Bennett et al., 2006; Bruner and Smosna, 2011; EIA, 2011). The stages are designed to 

contact as much of the reservoir rock as possible thereby creating effective gas 

migration pathways between the reservoir rock and the wellbore (Daniels et al., 2007; 

Cipolla et al., 2008; Mayerhofer et al., 2010; Zimmer, 2011; Cipolla et al., 2012; Yu 

and Aguilera, 2012). 

Traditionally shales were considered to be homogenous in nature and 

consequently efforts to characterize gas shales were fairly limited. In the recent past, 
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laboratory experiments on cores (Kale, 2009), the drilling process and seismic-derived 

images (Sullivan et al., 2006; Elebiju et al., 2010) have clearly demonstrated the need 

for improved characterization of gas shales because of the short-range and long-range 

heterogeneities that impact gas storage, transport and completion effectiveness (Cipolla 

et al., 2008; Cipolla et al., 2012). By mapping these heterogeneities and identifying the 

location and distribution of significant gas accumulations within these shales, engineers 

and geoscientists are attempting to extract these resources more efficiently and 

economically. This thesis is also organized around this main theme - to identify optimal 

locations for infill drilling and for hydraulic fracture treatments.   

Although the Barnett Shale is the most studied and well known shale play in the 

US (Boyer et al., 2006), several knowledge gaps related to integrating geologic, 

geophysical, petrophysical and engineering data still exist (Gupta et al., 2012). Perez et 

al. (2011) generated templates for shales of varying compositions and porosities based 

on seismic-derived rock properties to enable targeting the most productive volumes of 

the reservoir which are also most conducive to hydraulic fracture stimulation. Other 

studies (Kale, 2009 and Gao, 2011) are centered on petrophysical characterization and 

rock-typing based on cores and well log information. Singh (2008) instead relied on 

well logs to generate stratigraphic cross-sections of the Barnett shale along with 

classification of the shale into 10 lithofacies.  

To identify sweet spots in unconventional gas shale reservoirs it is of utmost 

importance to have both; high reservoir quality defined by high porosity and high Total 

Organic Carbon (TOC) rock, as well as good completion effectiveness defined by the 

potential for fracture initiation and the ability for the fractures to remain open with time 
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(Cipolla et al. 2011a). In the 2011a paper, Cipolla et al. did a comprehensive analysis of 

the factors affecting the reservoir quality and the completion effectiveness. They used a 

wide variety of field information from sonic well logs to microseismic and seismic data, 

but they did not validate their model with production data in a perforation cluster by 

perforation cluster basis as I did in this thesis. 

In 2012, Maity and Amizadeh presented a similar approach of data integration 

for reservoir characterization. They also used seismically inverted rock properties to 

extend the well log data to the inter-well volumes, but they failed to validate their 

workflow with microseismic or production data. 

Refunjol et al. (2012) using a Barnett Shale case study, present a methodology 

to correlate the hydraulically induced microseismic events with some seismic attributes 

such as curvature. They also explored the Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots but they did 

not link the microseismic event distribution to rock brittleness. For their case study they 

did not have production logs available. 

The work presented in this thesis is unique in the sense that nobody has merged 

production logs, which enable us to analyze the completion effectiveness variation 

along the horizontal section of the wellbores, with microseismic and seismic data. Also 

unique is the way in which I used the microseismic data recorded while fracturing the 

wells. I used them to map the stimulated volume of rock as most studies have done 

before, but I also came up with a very ingenious way to validate the claim that shale 

rocks exhibiting low values of Poisson’s ratio are more brittle and fracture prone than 

shale rocks having high values of Poisson’s ratio without needing to break an inch of 

rock. 
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Barnett Shale Petrophysics 

Petrophysical characterization of a reservoir involves identifying rock types with similar 

flow and storage capacities (Kale et al., 2010a; Kale et al., 2010b). According to Gunter 

et al. (1997) a rock type is a unit of rock deposited under similar geological conditions 

that underwent similar diagenetic processes resulting in unique porosity-permeability 

relationships, capillary pressure profile and water saturations above free water. 

A comprehensive summary of the Barnett Shale properties compared to the 

Marcellus Shale properties can be found in Table 9 of Bruner and Smosna (2011). 

Conventional methods of rock typing based on porosity-permeability cross plots 

do not work in shales due to the lack of dynamic range and the difficulties involved in 

the direct measurements of most of the petrophysical properties (Kale et al., 2010a; 

Kale et al., 2010b). Aware of this limitation, different attempts have been done to 

appropriately do the petrophysical classification in shales.  

For example, Kale (2009) and Gao (2011) performed petro-typing based on core 

measurements acquired from 3 vertical wells located in the Newark East field. Kale 

(2009) did measurements on 800 feet of core and identified 3 key measurements such 

as: porosity (φ), total organic carbon (TOC), and total carbonate (TC). Clustering 

analyses indicated 3 petro-types which were ranked as (1) good, (2) intermediate, (3) 

poor based on petrophysical properties and through correlation with cumulated 

production data in the cored wells. General characteristic of petrotype 1 through 3 are 

provided in Table 1 and Figure 1. Hoeve et al. (2011) attempted to identify “sweet-
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spots” through the use of well-logs. Their basic premise was that the porosity–thickness 

obtained from wireline logs are a fairly good indicator of reservoir quality. 

Table 1. General petrophysical characteristics of petro-types identified on the basis 

of core measurements (Kale, 2009). 

 

 
Figure 1. Average porosity, average total organic carbon (TOC), and average 

calcite content of the three petrotypes defined by Kale et al., 2010a, 2010b. 

 

The work presented in this thesis documents my approach to develop a reservoir 

rock quality classification template for locating infill wells and hydraulic fracture 

treatments successfully by integrating seismically inverted rock properties such as 

Lambda-rho, Mu-rho, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio with microseismic and 

 
TOC (wt%) φ (%) TC (wt%) 

Petrofacies 1 Average 4.5 
Range:1.5 - 7.5 

Average 6.5 
Range:1.0 – 13.0 

Average 12 
Range:0 – 83 

Petrofacies 2 Average 4.7 
Range:1.3 - 67 

Average 6.0 
Range:0.6 – 9.0 

Average 20 
Range:0.7 – 64 

Petrofacies 3 Average 2.5 
Range:1.6 – 4.0 

Average 4.3 
Range:1.0 – 8.0 

Average 50 
Range:5 – 86 
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production log data. Following an analogous approach to the one presented in the rock 

physics templates developed by Perez et al. (2011), I propose the use of Young’s 

modulus and Poisson’s ratio in the Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots to identify the most 

suitable places to drill and fracture across all the seismic volume. 

Not surprisingly, the vertical distribution of my best and worst rock class groups 

which I defined as Brittle and Rich (best), and Ductile and Poor (worst); correspond in 

general terms to petrotype 1 and petrotype 3 defined by Kale et al. (2010a, 2010b). This 

reflects the direct relationship between mineralogy and rock properties. Particularly in 

the Barnett Shale, high porosity and high TOC zones are associated to low total 

carbonate content (petrotype 1) while low porosity and low TOC zones are associated to 

high total carbonate content (petrotype 3). 

In Chapter 3 I describe the data available for this study. I also present a brief 

overview of how the data are typically acquired and processed for analysis. Because 

microseismic data is critical to the validation of the template that I propose, Chapter 4 is 

entirely devoted to post-processing and data quality control of the microseismic data. 

Chapter 5 focuses on development of the rock quality template and is followed by 

validation of the template using production logs and microseismic data in a field 

application in the Lower Barnett Shale. 

In summary, this thesis describes a workflow to integrate multidisciplinary and 

multiscale subsurface data (3D seismic, production logs, and microseismic) to 

characterize twenty (20) square miles in the Lower Barnett Shale play resulting in a 

rock classification model that was properly validated.  
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Chapter 2 

Geology of the Barnett Shale 

The Barnett Shale is present across most of the Fort Worth Basin and extends over a 

total area of 28,000 square miles (Bruner and Smosna, 2011). Figure 2 shows the major 

geological features that influence the Barnett Shale and the structural contours. The 

gray zone represents the main producing area of the Newark East field and the yellow 

shaded area is the potential Barnett Shale play which roughly represents one third of the 

entire Barnett. The potential shale play is located toward the northeast, where the 

Barnett becomes thicker. According to Durham (2005), The Newark East field, the 

sweet spot of shale-gas production, covers 500 sq. miles on parts of Denton, Wise, and 

Tarrant Counties. The Newark East field is currently the largest gas field in Texas 

covering 500 sq. miles, with over 2,400 producing wells and 2.7 tcfg of proven 

reserves. Contour lines in Figure 2 are drawn on top of the Ellenburger Group, the base 

of the Barnett Shale.  

The Barnett outcrops on the Llano Uplift at the southern limit of the basin and 

dips northward until the Muenster Arch and Red River Arch. These last two represent 

the northern limit of the basin. The other two geographic limits of the Barnett are the 

Ouachita Thrust front to the east, and the Eastern shelf and Concho Arch to the west 

(Pollastro, 2007). Figure 3 shows north-south and west-east cross sections through the 

Fort Worth Basin, illustrating the structural position of the Barnett Shale between the 

Muenster Arch, Bend Arch, and the Llano Uplift. 
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Figure 2. Location of the Mississippian Barnett Shale, Fort Worth Basin, showing 

the major geological features that influence the Barnett Shale and structural 

contours. The main producing area of the Newark East field is indicated by darker 

shading. Contours are drawn on top of the Ordovician Ellenburger Group; 

contour intervals equal 1,000 feet. Bruner and Smosna (2011). 
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Figure 3. North-south and west-east cross sections through the Fort Worth Basin 

illustrating the structural position of the Barnett Shale between the Muenster 

Arch, Bend Arch, and Llano Uplift. Bruner and Smosna (2011). 

 

The study area, part of The Newark East field, is located north of The Mineral 

Wells Fault, and covers around 20 square miles in Wise and Denton counties. The 

quality of the 3D seismic data is good enough to identify the main stratigraphic units, 

but this thesis will focus exclusively on the lower member of the Barnett Shale play. 

Figure 4 shows the detailed location of the area of study (green shaded region on top 

right square). 
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Figure 4. Location of Mississippian Barnett Shale, Fort Worth Basin. The top right 

square details a zoom in to the area of study, green circle. Modified from Bruner 

and Smosna (2011). 

 

Geological Setting 

The Fort Worth Basin formed during the late Paleozoic Ouachita Orogeny (See 

Appendix B for the geologic time scale); as a result of the Laurassia and Gondwana 

plate convergence. According to paleogeographic reconstruction by Gutschick and 

Sandberg (1983), Arbenz (1989), and Blakely (2005), it used to be a narrow, restricted, 

inland seaway that underwent the main deposition during the middle to late 

Mississippian (around 340 to 325 Ma) in relatively deep waters (600 to 1000 ft.) 

(Figures 5 and 6). 
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Figure 5. Regional paleogeography of the southern mid-continent region during 

the Late Mississippian (325 Ma), showing the approximate position of the Fort 

Worth Basin. Modified from Blakey (2005) Loucks and Ruppel (2007). 

 

Nowadays, the basin is elongated northeast-southwest, dipping towards the 

northeast (Lancaster et al., 1993). The Ouachita Trust Front represents the east limit. 

Parallel to the Ouachita Trust Front lays the original axis of deposition (Figure 6) 

(Montgomery et al., 2005). The Red River and Muenster arches enclose the basin in the 

north. The shallow Bend Arch represents the western basin limit. The Barnett Shale also 

thins and vanishes towards the top of the Bend Arch as can be observed in Figure 3. The 

Llano uplift is a dome that exposes The Barnett Shale and The Ellemburger group 

(Figure 3) (Loucks and Ruppel, 2007) and forms the natural limit of the basin in the 

south. 
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Figure6. Middle Mississippian paleogeographic map of the United States 

indicating that the Fort Worth Basin was relatively deep. Modified from Gutschick 

and Sandberg (1983), Loucks and Ruppel (2007). 
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Figure 7. Thickness of Barnett Shale, isopach lines in red, contour interval equals 

50 and 100 ft. Line A-A’ marks the approximate axis of deposition. Modified from 

Barnett Shale Maps, 2007; Bruner and Smosna (2011). 
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Stratigraphy 

In the northeast portion of the Fort Worth Basin where my area of study is, the 

Pennsylvanian Barnett Shale play is considered to be divided into Upper and Lower 

members by the intervening Forestburg Limestone (Hayden and Pursell, 2005; Loucks 

and Ruppel, 2007). The upper member is thinner and dolomite rich compared to the 

Lower member. Some authors (Loucks and Ruppel, 2007); consider that the Lower 

member is subdivided into five different shale packs interlayered with limestone. The 

results from this research are in agreement with Loucks and Ruppel (2007) observation 

as I will show in the Results and Analysis chapter. 

The Lower Barnett shale, in the area of study is unconformably underlain by the 

Ordovician Viola-Simpson Limestones. Devonian and Silurian aged rocks are absent in 

this zone (Loucks and Ruppel, 2007). The Viola-Simpson Limestone and the Forestburg 

Limestone are considered to be fracture barriers but the microseismic data recorded 

during the stimulation of some of the wells show that the fractures are migrating 

towards the underlying and overlaying limestones. 

The Lower Ordovician Ellenburger group which is a porous, water-bound 

dolomite and chert-rich limestone occurs below the Viola-Simpson Limestones in the 

area of interest, or directly in contact with the Barnett Shale towards the southwest after 

the Viola-Simpson pinches out (Pollastro et al., 2003; Bruner and Smosna, 2011). 

The Barnett is conformably overlaid by the Marble Falls Formation, mostly 

Pennsylvanian in age although the lowest strata may be Late Mississippian. The Marble 

Falls is limestone comprising an upper and a lower member differentiated by the 

mineralogical composition (Montgomery et al., 2005). 
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Figure 8(A) shows a diagrammatic cross section of the stratigraphy of the Fort 

Basin according to Montgomery et al. (2005).Figure 8(B) shows a wire-line log from a 

well in the Newark East field with the major stratigraphic units (Loucks and Ruppel, 

2007) 

 
Figure 8. General stratigraphy of the Ordovician to Pennsylvanian section in the 

Fort Worth Basin. (A) Diagrammatic cross section of the stratigraphy of the Fort 

Basin after Montgomery et al. (2005). (B)Wire-line log with major stratigraphic 

units. (Modified from Loucks and Ruppel, 2007) 
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Chapter 3 

Overview of Available Field Data 

In this chapter, I present an overview of the data available for the study area located in 

the Newark East Field. The thesis is centered around the development of a predictive 

tool based on surface seismic data analysis to rapidly demarcate the most prolific 

reservoir volumes, to identify zones more amenable to hydraulic fracturing and to 

provide a methodology to locate productive infill wells for further development. Prior 

work related to large-scale reservoir characterization has typically centered on the use 

of well logs and cores and may be of limited value in inter-well volumes. By integrating 

information derived from seismic data, microseismic data and production logs, larger 

reservoir volumes may be probed to locate infill wells and hydraulic fractures more 

effectively. 

This project integrates engineering tools like production logs from four 

horizontal wells completed in the Lower Barnett Shale and microseismic data recorded 

to monitor the hydraulic fracturing process with geophysical data such as time-migrated 

3D seismic volumes. Seismic-derived rock properties such as Lambda-rho, Mu-rho, 

Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio are key parameters that extend rock classification 

beyond the near wellbore region. The methodology is validated with microseismic data 

and production log analysis and in general, the workflow outlined in this thesis may be 

applicable to other shale plays. Although microseismic data are now routinely recorded 

during hydraulic fracture stimulation, my work also underscores the relevance of 

recording production logs in a few select wells in order to directly link seismic-derived 

properties to fracture effectiveness and productivity along the length of the lateral, 
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which may be several thousand feet in length and completed with multiple hydraulic 

fracture stages.   

The study area included four production wells where production logs were 

recorded about five months after a multi-stage hydraulic fracture treatment was carried 

out. The suite of production logs for the four horizontal wells comprises of the 

directional survey, temperature log, and the spinner flowmeter log. This work did not 

have access to the raw production logs; instead, previously interpreted production logs 

such as differential gas production and gas and water hold up were used. These logs 

were recorded along the horizontal section where the wells were completed 

In the study area, microseismic data are available for nine horizontal wells, 

including the four wells with production logs and also includes two other vertical wells. 

The main information provided within the microseismic dataset includes the estimated 

XYZ-t coordinates and magnitude of the microseismic events. A weighting factor 

indicating the reliability of the microseismic moment magnitudes is also included. It is 

not said but my interpretation is that this reliability factor is calculated from the signal 

to noise ratio of the traces. 

The seismic volume consists of 365 in-lines, 269 cross-lines with a bin size of 

110 x 110 feet, covering around 20 square miles in the northeast part of the Fort Worth 

Basin (FWB). Within this volume 308 vertical and 127 horizontal wells were drilled 

before the seismic data were acquired. The list of wells with data recorded in each of 

them is provided in Table 2. Horizontal wells, A, B, C and D were the only wells where 

production logs were recorded. 
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Table 2. Inventory of data used in this thesis. 

 

WELL SEISMIC MICROSEISMIC PRODUCTION LOGS OBSERVATION

A ↙ ↙ ↙

B ↙ ↙ ↙

C ↙ ↙ ↙

D ↙ ↙ ↙

H10 ↙ ↙

The microseismic Magnitudes 

corresponding to Well H10 

were not recorded

H15 ↙ ↙
This well is completed in the 

Upper Barnett

H18 ↙ ↙

H3 ↙ ↙

H30 ↙ ↙

The microseismic Magnitudes 

corresponding to Well H30 

were not recorded

V258 ↙ ↙

Vertical well located in the 

south-east limit of the seismic 

survey

V259 ↙ ↙

Vertical well located in the 

south-east limit of the seismic 

survey

V82 ↙
Monitor well for microseismic 

data in well H3

V234 ↙
Monitor well for microseismic 

data in well H10

V16 ↙
Monitor well for microseismic 

data in well H15

V290 ↙
Monitor well for microseismic 

data in well H18

V120 ↙
Monitor well for microseismic 

data in well H30

V174 ↙
Monitor well for microseismic 

data in Well A and Well C

V33 ↙
Monitor well for microseismic 

data in Well B and Well D

JV41

Monitor well for microseismic 

data in well V258. This well is 

outside the limits of the 

seismic survey

JV40

Monitor well for microseismic 

data in well V259. This well is 

outside the limits of the 

seismic survey
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Production Logs 

Reservoir performance monitoring, well completion evaluation, and planning and 

evaluation of well workovers are the most common applications of production logs. The 

purpose of production logs is to evaluate the fluid flow inside and outside the pipe (Hill 

1990). In this case study, the production logs were recorded in four neighboring 

horizontal wells completed in the Lower Barnett Shale with the main purpose of 

evaluating the effectiveness of the hydraulic fracturing process.  

Even though the stimulation process was very similar across all four horizontal 

wells with similar number of fracturing stages, similar volumes of fluid and proppant 

pumped, similar treatment times and pressures with the assumption that the formation 

was relatively homogeneous in the zone, the disparity in the production rates between 

the wells motivated the operator to acquire production logs to assess fracture 

effectiveness. 

The production logging suite for the four wells comprised the temperature log, 

pressure log, deviation survey and spinner flow meter log. These were then analyzed for 

gas flow rates along the lateral, incremental gas production along the lateral and gas and 

water hold up. These logs were recorded along the horizontal section where the wells 

were hydraulically fractured. Figures 9 and 10 show the incremental gas production log 

and the temperature log respectively for the four horizontal wells.   

In Figure 9, the differential gas production, or gas production rate at each 

perforated interval, is indicated by the color and diameter of the discs along the 

wellbores. The differential gas rate varies from a minimum of 80 MSCF/d to a 

maximum of 1250 MSCF/d. The background is a seismic attribute called ant-tracked 
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coherence which is particularly well suited to demarcate faults and existing fractures at 

the time the seismic survey is recorded. Further details are provided in Chopra and 

Marfurt (2008). These logs were recorded with the FloScan Imager (FSI) ™ 

(Schlumberger, 2012) which is capable of determining multiphase flow rates in 

horizontal and deviated wells. The liquid and gas holdup logs are also determined with 

this tool. 

Figure 10 is showing the temperature along the horizontal section for the four 

horizontal wells. Temperature logs are very useful to identify injection or production 

zones and are very sensitive to gas entry along the wellbore. When comparing Figures 9 

and 10, every point of gas production in Figure 9 corresponds to a sharp temperature 

decrease in Figure 10. This is a common observation in gas wells and makes 

temperature logs of considerable significance to identify gas entry. The cooling effect is 

due to the Joule-Thomson effect which describes the increase or decrease in the 

temperature of a real gas (as differentiated from an ideal gas) or a liquid when allowed 

to expand freely through a valve or other throttling device while kept insulated so that 

no heat is transferred to or from the fluid, and no external mechanical work is extracted 

from the fluid (Hill 1990). As gas enters the wellbore from the formation through the 

casing perforations, Joule-Thomson cooling is often observed due to the throttling effect 

of the perforations. 
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Figure 9. Differential gas production (MSCF/d) indicated by the color and 

diameter of the discs along the wellbores. The background is a depth slice 

matching the depth at which Well B is completed of a seismic attribute called ant-

tracked coherence. Ant track is particularly well suited to detect discontinuities in 

the subsurface. 

WELL A

WELL B

WELL C

WELL D

WELL V33

WELL V174
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Figure 10. Top view of wells showing the temperature along the horizontal section 

of the four parallel horizontal wells drilled in the Lower Barnett Shale. 

 

Seismic Data 

The original seismic data were acquired by Devon in April 2009, about three months 

after the wells A, B, C, and D were hydraulically fractured. Overall, the seismic data are 

high quality, with frequencies approaching 100 Hz (Thompson 2010). Table 2 

summarizes the acquisition parameters. 

Automatic Gain Control (AGC) was applied using a one second window, 

followed by a time variant filter interpolated between the following control points 

(Thompson, 2010): 0.0-1000 ms: 10/15-90/110 Hz; 1000-1400 ms: 10/15-80/100 Hz; 

1400-1800 ms: 10/15-75/95 Hz, 1800-3000 ms: 10/15-45/58 Hz. Since the Barnett 

Well temperature (°F) measured 
in the horizontal section

WELL A

WELL B

WELL C

WELL D
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Shale, which is the focus of this thesis, shows up in the 1100 to 1400 ms time window, 

the frequency content is restricted to the 10-100 Hz band due to the filters applied. 

Table 3. Acquisition parameters used to allow subsequent azimuthal processing. 

From Thompson (2010). 

Number of live lines 30 

Number of stations per line 120 

Receiver line interval 660 ft. 

Receiver group spacing 220 ft. 

Shot line interval 880 ft. 

Vibrator array interval 220 ft. 

Patch size 26,180 ft. by 25,520 ft. 

Nominal bin size 110 ft. by 110 ft. 

Number of vibrator sweeps 8 

Number of vibrators per array 3 

Sweep range 10-110 Hz, 10 s duration, 3 dB/octave 

Number of geophones per group 6 in a 6 ft. circle around station. 

 

Using near offset (0°-15°) and mid-offset (15°-30°) components independently, 

Refunjol (2010) extracted the zero phase wavelets across an older Barnett Shale survey 

to the south finding the peak amplitudes between 38 Hz and 50 Hz. Through seismic 

inversion he also found average density of 2.52 g/cm
3
 and average P-wave velocity of 

13095 ft/s for the lower Barnett Shale. The same analysis carried out on my survey 

resulted in a peak seismic amplitude of 40 Hz, an average density of 2.5 g/cm
3
 and an 
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average P-wave velocity of 12651 ft/s. This implies that the average or most likely 

vertical resolution that should be expected within this zone is, 

     (1) 

Therefore, I can expect to resolve intervals of 79 ft. and thicker. 

The seismic survey consists of 365 in-lines, 269 cross-lines with a bin size of 

110 x 110 feet, covering around 20 square miles in a region where 308 vertical and 127 

horizontal wells were drilled before the seismic data were acquired  

For this thesis I was provided (Perez, 2010) with pre-stack time migrated 

volumes of P- and S-impedance, Lambda-rho, Mu-rho, Young’s modulus, and 

Poisson’s ratio. These products resulted from seismic inversion processes applied on 

offset components ranging between 3°-43° pre-stack migrated survey. 

Properly tied or calibrated to well measurents, seismic inversion is a powerful 

tool that allow us to characterize the interwell regions. Seismic inversion using a 

“global” optimization algorithm is based on convolving the seismic wavelet and the 

Earth’s reflectivity through a forward model until a match to the measured data is 

found. 

The seismic data were inverted using a commercial inversion algorithm that 

requires angle-dependent wavelets and angle stacks and results in estimates of P-

impedance, S-impedance and density. This algorithm starts with an initial low 

frequency background impedance model of the Earth that is updated using a simulated 

annealing method until the derived synthetic seismic section best fits the observed 

seismic data (Hampson and Rusell, 2005). 
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The three assumptions implicit in the algorithm used in the commercial software 

are: (i) the linearized approximation for reflectivity holds, (ii) reflectivity as a function 

of angle can be approximated by the Aki-Richards equations, and (iii) there is a linear 

relationship between P-impedance and S-impedance with density. 

Once the P and S impedance volumes have been generated they can be used to 

calculate the Lamé parameters of imcompressibility, λ, and rigidity, μ. Incompressibility 

is more sensitive to the pore fluids than to the matrix, and for elastic materials rigidity is 

only influenced by the matrix connectivity (Dufor et al., 2002; Goodway et al., 1997). 

For homogeneous isotropic linear elastic materials, 

  is the compressional wave velocity,     (2) 

ρ is the density, 

  is the shear wave velocity,       (3) 

  is the P-wave impedance, and      (4) 

  is the S-wave impedance.       (5) 

The velocities can be related to impedance in the following manner; 

,  and         (6) 

.          (7) 

Similarly 

  is the Poisson’s ratio, and       (8) 

  is the Young’s modulus.     (9) 
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Microseismic Data: Monitoring the Hydraulic Fracture Process 

In an attempt to reduce the reliance on oil imports, several countries have been 

developing technologies to target production from unconventional sources shale gas and 

shale oil plays. (Schenk and Pollastro, 2002; EIA, 2011; Bruner and Smosna, 2011).  

The development of these unconventional plays has led to further advances in 

drilling and completion technologies in order to mitigate environmental concerns, to 

optimize production and often, to allow drilling in urban areas. One example of such a 

development is to drill four or more horizontal and parallel wellbores from a single 

drilling site which reduces the environmental impact while also contacting increasingly 

larger reservoir volumes (Guo et al., 2012; Agrawal et al., 2012). However, for shales in 

particular, this may not be sufficient due to the extremely low permeabilities on the 

order of nano-Darcies (Bennett et al., 2006; Kale et al., 2010a, 2010b; Sondergeld et al., 

2010; Bust et al., 2011). Economically viable production rates may therefore not be 

possible without some form of stimulation. Consequently, the industry has routinely 

completed these horizontal wells with one or more hydraulic fracture stages. Typical 

hydraulic fracture treatments tend to consist of more than three stages along the 

horizontal section of the wellbore (Bennett et al., 2006; Bruner and Smosna, 2011; EIA, 

2011). The stages are designed to contact as much reservoir rock as possible thereby 

creating effective pathways between the reservoir rock and the wellbore (Daniels et al., 

2007; Cipolla et al., 2008;Cipolla et al., 2012; Mayerhofer et al., 2010; Yu and 

Aguilera, 2012; Zimmer, 2011). 

From an engineering standpoint, it is critical to assess the effectiveness of the 

stimulation treatment in order to optimize operating procedures for subsequent wells 
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and shale gas plays and to control fracture growth. Although there are several 

techniques to map fracture growth, microseismic monitoring is increasingly being 

adopted in the industry (Waters et al., 2009) and is now commercially available. By 

utilizing a real time monitoring option and some diversion techniques it is also possible 

to have a high degree of control for fracture growth (Waters et al., 2009; Ramakrishnan 

et al., 2011). Additionally, it is always desirable to contact portions of the reservoir that 

have not been previously stimulated by another fracture stage or by fractures created 

from a neighboring well. Another objective of fracture mapping is to keep them away 

from water bearing zones or any other previously identified geo-hazards. All of these 

goals can be achieved with some level of success due to the real time mapping with the 

microseismic monitoring technique (Waters et al., 2009). 

The microseismic mapping technique is a passive seismic imaging technique 

and records microseisms generated as a consequence of processes within the reservoir 

such as fluid flow, hydraulic fracturing, and enhanced oil recovery processes 

(McGillivray, 2005; Daugherty et al., 2009; Noe, 2011). These microseisms are 

characterized by a very small energy radiated in the form of seismic waves with 

frequencies in the range of 50 to 500 Hz (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979; Baig and 

Urbancic, 2010; Goodway, 2012). These seismic waves include shear and 

compressional events traveling at their associated velocities. For hydraulic fracturing 

processes, microseisms are generated when the rock fails in the shear mode (Cipolla et 

al., 2011; Cipolla et al., 2012). The shear failure may be a slip or tear failure and may be 

attributed to changes in the effective stress state (Cipolla et al., 2011). The stress state 
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disturbance is generally caused by pore pressure changes due to any of the processes 

listed above. 

The microseisms generated emit shear and compressional waves. By processing 

the data collected in the monitoring array, the location and magnitude of the generated 

microseisms can be determined (Bennett et al., 2006). The monitoring arrays comprises 

of multicomponent geophones. Figure 11 sketches a typical configuration of treatment 

and monitoring wells during a hydraulic fracture mapping process. 

 
Figure 11. Sketch of a typical configuration of treatment and monitoring wells 

during a hydraulic fracture monitoring process. The data collected at the 

monitoring well are processed to determine the azimuth and distance from the 

receiver to the acoustic emission. (Bennett et al., 2006). 

 

Although microseismic monitoring holds immense value for the petroleum 

industry, its application and interpretation is associated with several challenges. The 

most important aspect of quality control for acquiring microseismic data is related to the 

location of the monitoring array or monitoring well. The recorded data tend to be biased 

as smaller magnitude events are recorded near the monitoring array. In contrast, at large 
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distances from the monitoring well, only larger magnitude events tend to be recorded. 

(Baig and Urbancic, 2010; Cipolla et al., 2011b; Cipolla et al., 2012; Shemeta and 

Anderson, 2010; Warpinski, 2009). This is due to seismic attenuation or energy 

dissipated per wavelength traveled in the reservoir. With this in mind, the industry 

practice is to retain only those points having magnitudes greater than the smallest 

magnitude recorded at the farthest point from the monitoring (Cipolla et al., 2011). The 

remaining points are typically discarded from the analysis due to potential problems 

such as overestimation of the stimulated volume and erroneous fracture geometry 

mapping. Retaining all the recorded points tends to result in mapped fractures that are 

elongated in the direction of the monitoring well and overestimated stimulated volumes 

(Cipolla et al., 2011). 

Additionally, in order to ensure that the analysis is meaningful, microseismic 

data need to be filtered by the signal to noise ratio, SNR. When the SNR is very low, 

identifying the locations of the microseisms may be inaccurate and are often associated 

with large error ellipsoids which can render fracture mapping challenging. (Cipolla et 

al., 2011; Kidney et al., 2010). 

 

Microseismic Data Available 

There are microseismic data available for nine horizontal wells, among which the four 

wells (Wells A, B, C, and D) with production logs are included, and for two vertical 

wells. The microseismic data were recorded to monitor the fracturing process. Wells C 

and D were fractured simultaneously. Five fracture stages were practiced starting from 

toe (stage 1) to heel (stage 5) (Figure 13, 16, and 17). Once finished the fracturing of 
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Wells C and D, Wells A and B were fractured simultaneously as well. Similarly to wells 

C and D the fracture stages were placed from toe to heel but in this case only four stages 

were executed (Figure 13, 14, and 15). 

The main information provided within the microseismic data includes the 

estimated XYZ coordinates, the local time of occurrence, and magnitude of the 

microseismic events. A weighting factor indicating the reliability of the microseismic 

moment magnitudes is also included. This reliability factor is calculated from the signal 

to noise ratio of the traces. 

From the nine horizontal wells having microseismic data; Well H15 is 

completed in the Upper Barnett Shale and therefore, is not included in my analysis. 

Since Well H10 and Well H30 do not have magnitude readings in the microseismic 

data, they were excluded from my analysis as well. 

Figure 12 shows a depth slice at 8090 ft., true vertical depth (TVD), which is the 

depth where Well B is completed, of ant tracked coherence. Figure 12 also shows the 

location of the monitor (vertical) wells V33, V82, V174, and V290 and the reminder six 

stimulated (horizontal) wells A, B, C, D, H3, and H18 along with the microseismic 

events recorded during the hydraulic fracturing. 

Figure 13 shows the location of the microseismic events recorded during the 

hydraulic fracturing process of Wells A, B, C, and D. The size of the dots is 

proportional to the event magnitude and the color represents the fracture stage during 

which it was recorded. Figure 13 also shows the location of the monitoring wells. Well 

V174 served as the monitor well for Well A and Well C while Well V33 was the 

monitor well for Well B and Well D. 
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Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17 (Well A, B, C, and D correspondingly) show the 

same information displayed in Figure 13 discriminating the points by stimulated well. 

 
Figure 12. Depth slice (8090 ft.) of ant tracked coherence. Monitor (vertical) and 

treatment (horizontal) wells completed in the Lower Barnett Shale are displayed 

along with the microseismic data recorded during the hydraulic fracturing. 

Microseismic events are colored according to their stage. 
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Figure 13. Location of the microseismic events recorded during the hydraulic 

fracturing process of Wells A, B, C, and D. The size of the dots is proportional to 

the event magnitude and the color represents the fracture stage during which they 

were recorded. The figure also shows the location of the monitoring wells. Well 

V174 served as the monitor well for Well A and Well C while Well V33 was the 

monitor well for Well B and Well D. 

WELL V174

WELL V33
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Figure 14. Location of the microseismic events recorded during the hydraulic 

fracturing process of Well A. The size of the dots is proportional to the event 

magnitude and the color represents the fracture stage during which they were 

recorded. Four fracture stages were initiated starting from toe to heel. Well V174 

is the monitor well. Note the events are skewed to the west of the wellbore. 

WELL V174
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Figure 15. Location of the microseismic events recorded during the hydraulic 

fracturing process of Well B. The size of the dots is proportional to the event 

magnitude and the color represents the fracture stage during which they were 

recorded. Four fracture stages were initiated starting from toe to heel. Well V33 is 

the monitor well. Note the events are centered about the wellbore 

WELL V33
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Figure 16. Location of the microseismic events recorded during the hydraulic 

fracturing process of Well C. The size of the dots is proportional to the event 

magnitude and the color represents the fracture stage during which they were 

recorded. Five fracture stages were initiated starting from toe to heel. Well V174 is 

the monitor well. Note the events are skewed to the west of the wellbore 

WELL V174
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Figure 17. Location of the microseismic events recorded during the hydraulic 

fracturing process of Well D. The size of the dots is proportional to the event 

magnitude and the color represents the fracture stage during which they were 

recorded. Five fracture stages were initiated starting from toe to heel. Well V33 is 

the monitor well. Note the events are skewed to the east of the wellbore 

  

WELL V33
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Chapter 4 

Microseismic Data Quality Control and Filtering 

In this chapter, I describe the procedures used prior to interpretation of the microseismic 

data. I focus on the procedures behind data quality control and filtering in order to make 

the analysis more meaningful. As mentioned in Chapter 3, microseismic data analysis is 

susceptible to problems associated with sensor placement bias. Due to the location of 

the sensors and seismic attenuation, only larger magnitude events are recorded at 

locations distant from the monitor wells while a large number of small magnitude 

events are recorded close to the monitoring wells.  

In this dataset, the raw microseismic data consisted of 51767 events registered in 

all the hydraulic fracturing processes available. Because of formatting issues and 

problems with missing pieces of information for a commercial microseismic analysis 

package, to use for data import, it was necessary to perform data preparation and pre-

filtering with specially designed computer code which is provided in Appendix A. A 

brief description of the four subroutines is provided here.  

The first subroutine reads and assigns variables to each and every one of the 

51767 events available. The information available for each event includes: Well name, 

Stage (within the fracturing process), Event Density, Event Date, Event Time, Event 

TVD Subsea (ft.), Event X Coordinate (ft.), Event Y Coordinate (ft.), Moment Log (J), 

Vertical Distance (ft.), Azimuth (degree), Event Magnitude (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979 

scale), Max Stress Azimuth (degree), Max Stress Inclination (degree), Measured Depth 

(ft.), Min Stress Azimuth (degree), Min Stress Inclination (degree), Polar Angle 

(degree), and Event Magnitude Reliability. 
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The second subroutine does three things. First, entries with missing data are 

deleted from the dataset and only points having all the relevant information such as the 

event magnitude, moment log and spatial coordinates are preserved. Second, it 

computes the distance of each recorded event from the observation array. The data are 

partitioned and grouped with the appropriate treatment well facilitating the creation of a 

scatter plot of magnitude versus distance to the monitor array for each well 

independently. These scatter plots provide information about the viewing limit for each 

fracture stage. In general terms, the viewing limit is the smallest magnitude 

microseismic event that can be seen at the farthest point from the monitor well. Third, 

based on the viewing limit previously determined, the subroutine removes all the events 

having moment magnitudes below the viewing limit for each well independently and 

redraws the refined scatter plots of distance versus magnitude. The new plots now show 

an even distribution of the events free of the bias inherent to the location of the monitor 

well. Figures 27 to 35 show the filtered microseismic plots for each well. Table 4 

summarizes the viewing limit and the list of figures corresponding to each stimulated 

well. 

Figures 18 to 26 show the plots and the corresponding viewing limit for the 

stimulated wells. From Figure 18 I can observe that the viewing limit in Well H3 is -1.7 

because this is the smallest magnitude that is recorded at the farthest point from the 

monitor well (approximately at a distance of 3300 ft.). From Figure 19, considering 

only the data from stage 1, the viewing limit in H15 is -1.9; from Figure 20, the viewing 

limit in Well H18 is -1.3; from Figure 21 the viewing limit in Well A is -2.4; from 

Figure 22 the viewing limit in Well B is -2.7; from Figure 23 the viewing limit in Well 
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C is -2.5; from Figure 24 the viewing limit in Well D is -2.7; from Figure 25 the 

viewing limit in Well V258 is -2.1 and from Figure 26 the viewing limit in Well V259 

is -1.5. Figure 19 for Well H15 is the only one not following the expected behavior of 

monotonically increasing event magnitudes recorded as the distance from the monitor 

well increases. Based on discussions with the operator, the well was hydraulically 

fractured in two stages and the locations of the monitor arrays were different for each of 

the treatments. 

The third subroutine exports the filtered data into a spread sheet with the 

information corresponding to each well in a different tab in the file. The data can now 

be read into the interpretation package. 

 

Table 4. Summary of microseismic viewing limit and list of the corresponding 

figures for each stimulated well. 

 

WELL VIEWING LIMIT RAW MICROSEISMIC FILTERED MICROSEISMIC OBSERVATION

A -2.4 Figure 21 Figure 30

B -2.7 Figure 22 Figure 31

C -2.5 Figure 23 Figure 32

D -2.7 Figure 24 Figure 33

H10

The microseismic Magnitudes 

corresponding to Well H10 

were not recorded

H15 -1.9 Figure 19 Figure 28
This well is completed in the 

Upper Barnett

H18 -1.3 Figure 20 Figure 29

H3 -1.7 Figure 18 Figure 27

H30

The microseismic Magnitudes 

corresponding to Well H30 

were not recorded

V258 -2.1 Figure 25 Figure 34

Vertical well located in the 

south-east limit of the seismic 

survey

V259 -1.5 Figure 26 Figure 35

Vertical well located in the 

south-east limit of the seismic 

survey
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Figure 18. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well H3. 

The color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events 

were recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 

 

 
Figure 19. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well H15. 

The color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events 

were recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 
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Figure 20. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well H18. 

The color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events 

were recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 

 

 
Figure 21. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well A. The 

color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events were 

recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 
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Figure 22. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well B. The 

color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events were 

recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 

 

 
Figure 23. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well C. The 

color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events were 

recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 
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Figure 24. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well D. The 

color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events were 

recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 

 

 
Figure 25. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well V258. 

The color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events 

were recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 
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Figure 26. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well V259. 

The color bar indicates the stage during the fracturing process when the events 

were recorded. The size of the dots indicates the moment magnitude. 

 

 
Figure 27. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well H3 

after removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during 

the fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the 

moment magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage. 
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Figure 28. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well H15 

after removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during 

the fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the 

moment magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage. 

 

 
Figure 29. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well H18 

after removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during 

the fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the 

moment magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage. 
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Figure 30. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well A 

after removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during 

the fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the 

moment magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage. 

 

 
Figure 31. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well B after 

removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during the 

fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the moment 

magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage. 
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Figure 32. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well C 

after removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during 

the fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the 

moment magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage. 

 

 
Figure 33. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well D 

after removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during 

the fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the 

moment magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage. 
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Figure 34. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well V258 

after removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during 

the fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the 

moment magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage. 

 

 
Figure 35. Microseismic event distance versus magnitude crossplot for Well V259 

after removing the location biased points. The color bar indicates the stage during 

the fracturing process when the events were recorded. The size indicates the 

moment magnitude. The color bar indicates the fracturing stage.  
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Chapter 5 

Methodology, Results, and Analysis 

Methodology 

Perez et al. (2011) developed “heuristic” rock physics templates that can be used to 

guide the interpretation of seismically inverted properties in unconventional reservoirs. 

The particular case reported is for a shale varying in composition from 60/40% 

quartz/clay to 100% quartz and porosity varying from 0% to 20% (Figure 36), but the 

concept is valid for any other composition. On the Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plot, the 

gas-in-place will track the porosity increase. The change in rock composition is also 

directly related to the brittleness of the rock, with quartz-rich rocks being brittle and 

clay and carbonate-rich rocks ductile. The brittleness of the rock controls the 

effectiveness of the hydraulic fracture completion. The Recovery factor (Rf) or fraction 

of hydrocarbons in place that can be produced vary accordingly. Brittle rocks can 

sustain propped fractures effectively, while ductile rocks will heal themselves against 

the proppant. 

Based on the link between mineralogy and rock properties, plus the gas rates and 

rock properties associated to each producing zone (Figures 43 to 46), I found that 

seismically inverted Poisson’s ratio is an excellent discriminator between brittle and 

ductile zones in the Lower Barnett. Brittle zones exhibit low values of Poisson’s ratio 

(high completion efficiency-high gas rates) while on the other end of the spectrum, 

ductile rocks exhibit high values of Poisson's ratio (low completion efficiency-low gas 

rates) (Figures 37 and 42). 
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Numerous workers have documented the relationship between elastic properties 

such as the Young’s modulus and reservoir quality properties such as porosity and Total 

Organic Carbon (TOC). For example Takahashi and Tanaka (2010) showed that both 

static as well as dynamic Young’s modulus exhibit an inverse relationship to porosity in 

soft sedimentary rocks. Kumar et al. (2012) showed that in some shale plays there is an 

inverse relationship between Young’s modulus and porosity, TOC, and clay content. 

They carried out nano-indentation tests on samples from the Woodford Shale, the 

Haynesville Shale, the Eagle Ford Shale, and the Barnett Shale; finding similar trends 

for all plays. Based on these previous studies and based on the total gas production per 

well and the average rock properties associated to the near wellbore rock (Table 5 and 

Figures 43 to 46), I also found very reasonable to use the seismically inverted Young’s 

modulus as an indicator of rock richness. 

Using iso-Poisson’s ratio lines as lines of similar mineralogy composition, and 

then I can expect that the variation in the Young’s modulus along these lines is a 

consequence of the TOC and the porosity. Therefore, fixing the value of the Poisson’s 

ratio, rich rocks will exhibit lower values of Young’s modulus while poor, low-porosity 

rocks, will show high values of Young’s modulus (Figure 38). 

Cross plots in Figures 37, 38, and 39 represent the seismically inverted rock 

properties of the Lower Barnett Shale across the entire seismic survey. These properties 

where computed from the shear and compressional wave velocities according to 

equations 6, 7, 8, and 9 in Chapter 3. To compute the Young’s modulus in equation 9, a 

2.5 g/cm
3
 density value representative of the Lower Barnett was used. To create these 

plots, the seismic data were resampled into a geologic model discretized into 792 x 540 
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x 532 (xyz) grid cells. Due to high the number of cells (~2.3 x 10
8
), the number of 

operations and the amount of memory required to storage the resampled data, the most 

suitable method to achieve the resampling in the interpretation package is called closest 

point. In this method each property cell will be contributed to only by the closest (or 

most central) seismic cell. 

 
Figure 36. Heuristic template to interpret seismic, well log, or laboratory rock 

properties in terms of EUR, Original Gas in place (OGIP), recovery factor (Rf), 

pore pressure, and fracture density. After Perez et al. (2011). 

 

This method is computationally efficient, but since it is considering only the 

closest seismic cell, a small amount (less than 1%) of spurious data resulted in the 

resampled volume. This is why in Figure 39, there are points classified as Group “0” 

falling in the Group 1, Group 2 or Group 3 regions. The same observation is valid for 

any of the other three groups. The definition of each one of these groups follows. 
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Figure 37. Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plot for the Lower Barnett Shale. Color 

indicates the Poisson's ratio, v. Lines of fixed Poisson’s ratio converge at the 

origin. 

 

 
Figure 38. Seismic Lambda-rho/Mu-rho crossplot for the Lower Barnett Shale. 

Color indicates the Young’s modulus, E, decreasing towards the origin. 
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Using the Young’s modulus (Figure 38) and the Poisson’s ratio (Figure 37) on the 

Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plot, I propose the following reservoir quality classification 

(Figure 39): Group “0” or Brittle and Rich (red points) are those portions of the Barnett 

Shale having low values of Poisson’s ratio and low values of Young’s modulus; Group 

1 or Rich and Ductile (yellow points) are those regions of the shale play characterized 

by high values of Poisson’s ratio and low values of Young’s modulus; in Group 2 or 

Brittle and Poor (green points) fall all portions of the shale play exhibiting low values of 

Poisson’s ratio and high values of Young’s modulus; and Group 3 or Ductile and Poor 

(blue points) are those parts of the shale play with high Poisson’s ratio and high 

Young’s modulus. 

 
Figure 39. Lower Barnett reservoir quality classification based on seismically 

inverted rock properties. Four groups are defined: Group “0” or Brittle and Rich, 

Group 1 or Rich and Ductile, Group 2 or Brittle and Poor, and Group 3 or Ductile 

and Poor. Cut offs selected to make each group as even as possible. 
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Results and Analysis 

On the Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plot, the production rates coming from each 

individual perforation show a clear clustering. The most prolific zones are clustered 

towards the origin with lower producing zones exhibiting higher values of Lambda-rho 

and Mu-rho (Figure 40).  

Figure 41 shows the same plot as in Figure 40 but now the color represents the 

temperature of the well. Basically what can be observed is that the higher the gas rate, 

the higher the well temperature. In other words, the temperature in the well is being 

driven by the hot gas coming in. This is why WELL B, which produces the highest gas 

rates, is also the one exhibiting greatest well temperatures.  

 
Figure 40. Seismic Lambda-rho/Mu-rho extracted along the wellbores with 

production logs. The color indicates the gas rate at each individual perforation. 
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Figure 41. Seismic Lambda-rho/Mu-rho extracted along the wellbores with 

production logs. The color indicates the well temperature at each individual 

perforation. 

 

Figure 42 shows the Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plot for the Lower Barnett 

displaying well defined color bands representing portions of the data having similar 

Poisson's ratio. The highest stage gas rates are located in portions of the wells where the 

Poisson's ratio is smaller. Conversely, the lowest individual gas rates are coming from 

zones where the rock is more ductile (where the Poisson's ratio is 0.24 or larger). The 

ovals are enclosing the observed values along the perforated zones in WELL A, WELL 

B, WELL C and WELL D. 

Figure 42 also shows that there is a strong correlation between the Poisson's ratio 

and the well production rate. For example, WELL B, which is the one that exhibited the 
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highest total gas rate during the production logging, is also the one whose Lambda-

rho/Mu-rho points fall in the region with smallest Poisson's ratios. At least one of the 

points in WELL C and WELL D plot in the low Poisson's ratio region and the 

production rate for both of them is in between the production of WELL A and WELL B 

 
Figure 42. Lambda-rho/mu-rho cross plot for the Lower Barnett Shale. Color 

indicates the Poisson's ratio. Ovals indicate the range of values observed in the 

producing zones for each well. 

 

Figures 43, 44, 45, and 46 display the same information shown in Figure 40 but 

discriminate the points by well. Examining each well individually shows that higher 

producing zones exhibit lower Poisson’s ratios. In other words, the probability of 

having a more effective completion (hydraulic fracture) increases by placing the well in 

zones where the rock is more brittle. 
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Figure 43. Seismic Lambda-rho/Mu-rho extracted along the wellbores with 

production logs. The color indicates the gas rate at each individual perforation in 

WELL A. 

 
Figure 44. Seismic Lambda-rho/Mu-rho extracted along the wellbores with 

production logs. The color indicates the gas rate at each individual stage in WELL 

B. 
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Figure 45. Seismic Lambda-rho/Mu-rho extracted along the wellbores with 

production logs. The color indicates the gas rate at each individual stage in WELL 

C. 

 
Figure 46. Seismic Lambda-rho/Mu-rho extracted along the wellbores with 

production logs. The color indicates the gas rate at each individual stage in WELL 

D. 
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I used the microseismic data to map the stimulated volume of rock (Figures 13-17) 

and to confirm that the rock classification is consistent. According to the rock 

classification, most of WELL A,WELL C, and WELL D are completed in a layer 

defined as ductile and poor; while WELL B, lays in a brittle and rich layer (Figure 47). 

Figure 48 shows a stratal slice passing by the depth where most of wells A, C, and D are 

completed on the top right corner. Figure 49 shows a stratal slice passing by the depth 

where the whole Well B is completed on the top right corner. Well B is structurally 

lower than the other three wells. The colors on the maps follow the reservoir quality 

classification defined in this thesis. 

In Figures 50, 51, 52, and 53; I provide more detailed map views of the stratal 

slices corresponding to the layers where Well A, B, C, and D are completed 

correspondingly. 

 
Figure 47. East-west vertical slice through the reservoir quality volume showing 

the location of the wells having production logs. The color in the layers is following 

the rock classification proposed. WELL B is entirely completed in a Brittle-Rich 

(red) layer, while most of WELL A, WELL C, and WELL D rest in a Ductile-Poor 

(blue) layer. 
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Figure 48. Stratal slice through the reservoir quality volume at the level where 

most of Well A, C, and D are completed (top right corner). The colors represent 

the rock quality distribution according to the rock classification proposed. The 

black square corresponds to a “no permit” zone where seismic data are missing. 
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Figure 49. Stratal slice through the reservoir quality volume at the level where 

most of Well B is completed (top right corner). The colors represent the rock 

quality distribution according to the rock classification proposed. The black 

square corresponds to a “no permit” zone where seismic data are missing. 
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Figure 50. Map view of the stratal slice through the reservoir quality volume at the 

level where Well A is completed. The colors represent the rock quality distribution 

according to the rock classification proposed. 
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Figure 51. Map view of the stratal slice through the reservoir quality volume at the 

level where Well B is completed. The colors represent the rock quality distribution 

according to the rock classification proposed. 
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Figure 52. Map view of the stratal slice through the reservoir quality volume at the 

level where Well C is completed. The colors represent the rock quality distribution 

according to the rock classification proposed. 

 
Figure 53. Map view of the stratal slice through the reservoir quality volume at the 

level where Well D is completed. The colors represent the rock quality distribution 

according to the rock classification proposed. 
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Cross-plotting Lambda-rho/Mu-rho values corresponding to microseismic events 

measured for WELL A (Figure 54), WELL B (Figure 55), WELL C (Figure 56), and 

WELL D (Figure 57), Note that no matter where the well is completed, the fracture will 

preferentially grow towards the brittle rock. Around 65 to 70% of the events are 

recorded in the brittle red and green clusters. The two other horizontal wells in the 

lower Barnett Shale having microseismic data, Well H18 and Well H3 also show the 

same trend. Fifty seven percent (57%) and sixty two percent (62%) of the events are 

recorded in the brittle (red and green) clusters (Figures 58 and 59). 

 
Figure 54. Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots showing the microseismic events 

recorded while hydraulically fracturing WELL A. About 73% of the microseismic 

events recorded while stimulating WELL A fall in portions of the rock classified as 

Brittle according to this reservoir quality classification. Compare to Figure 43 

which shows the stages were completed in Brittle-Poor and Ductile-Poor zones. 
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Figure 55. Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots showing the microseismic events 

recorded while hydraulically fracturing WELL B. About 70% of the MS events 

recorded while stimulating WELL B fall in portions of the rock classified as Brittle 

according to this reservoir quality classification. Compare to Figure 44 which 

shows the stages were completed in Brittle-Rich zones. 
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Figure 56. Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots showing the microseismic events 

recorded while hydraulically fracturing WELL C. About 64% of the MS events 

recorded while stimulating Well C fall in portions of the rock classified as Brittle 

according to this reservoir quality classification. Compare to Figure 45 which 

shows the stages were completed in Brittle-Poor, Ductile-Poor, and Rich-Ductile 

zones. 
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Figure 57. Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots showing the microseismic events 

recorded while hydraulically fracturing WELL D. About 65% of the microseismic 

events recorded while stimulating Well D fall in portions of the rock classified as 

Brittle according to this reservoir quality classification. Compare to Figure 46 

which shows the stages were completed in Brittle-Poor, Ductile-Poor, and Rich-

Ductile zones. 
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• WELL B is completed in a brittle, fracture prone region, while WELL A, WELL 

C, and WELL D are completed in a ductile zone (Figures 47, 48, and 49) and therefore 

in the near wellbore region where the rock is exposed to higher stresses due to 

production, the rock is likely not competent enough to maintain the hydraulic fractures 

open to flow. Consequently, my recommendation is that wells be completed in Brittle-

Rich rock (red) or Brittle-Poor rock (green) if such layer is underlain/overlain by rock 

with high gas content or rich rock. 

Table 5 records the produced gas rates across each of the individual perforations 

in WELL A,WELL B,WELL C, and WELL D. Table 5 also shows the total production 

per well and a well ranking based on these numbers. I also identify the location of the 

perforation cluster within the reservoir and extract the rock type in the corresponding 

near wellbore region. These are recorded in Column 5 of Table 5 and shows excellent 

correlation with the individual fracture stage productivity with around 90% accuracy. 

One stage in Well B, one stage in Well C, and one stage in Well D do not confirm to 

this classification. However, in general, the classification correlates with productivity 

very satisfactorily and Well B, which is by far the most prolific, is entirely completed in 

a Brittle and Rich zone. Within the other three wells, the perforations completed in 

zones with good fracability (green) are distinct from the majority of the other stages 

completed in poor and ductile regions (blue) in terms of productivity. 
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Table 5. Gas production rate per well and perforation. The colored cells are 

following the reservoir quality classification proposed. 

 

Well name

Gas rate 

per 

perforation 

[MSCF/d]

Well gas 

rate 

[MSCF/d]

Rank
Reservoir 

Quality

Gas rate 

per 

perforation 

[MSCF/d]

650 Brittle-Poor 650

450 Brittle-Poor 450

80 Ductile-Poor 80

80 Ductile-Poor 80

650 Brittle-Rich 650

1250 Brittle-Rich 1250

700 Brittle-Rich 700

800 Brittle-Rich 800

400 Brittle-Rich 400

200 Brittle-Rich 200

250 Brittle-Poor 250

650 Rich_Ductile 650

350 Ductile-Poor 350

100 Ductile-Poor 100

250 Ductile-Poor 250

850 Brittle-Poor 850

100 Ductile-Poor 100

150 Ductile-Poor 150

400 Rich_Ductile 400

250 Brittle-Poor 250

150 Ductile-Poor 150

100 Ductile-Poor 100

400 Ductile-Poor 400

Well A 1260 4

Well B 4000 1

Well C 1600 3

Well D 2400 2
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Figure 58. Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots showing the microseismic events 

recorded while hydraulically fracturing WELL H18. About 57% of the 

microseismic events recorded while stimulating the well fall in portions of the rock 

classified as Brittle according to this reservoir quality classification. 
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Figure 59. Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots showing the microseismic events 

recorded while hydraulically fracturing WELL H3. About 62% of the 

microseismic events recorded while stimulating the well fall in portions of the rock 

classified as Brittle according to this reservoir quality classification. 
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Conclusions 

The work presented in this thesis shows a unique approach that merges production logs, 

which enable us to analyze the completion effectiveness variation along the horizontal 

section of the wellbores, with microseismic and 3D surface seismic data. By using 

seismically inverted Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots I was able to decouple the 

completion effectiveness (fracability) effect from the reservoir quality (rock richness) 

effect. 

Iso-Poisson’s ratio lines on the Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plot can be used as a 

brittleness discriminator when calibrated with the microseismic events distribution. 

About 70% of the microseismic events fall in reservoir rock zones having Poisson’s 

ratio values of 0.23 and smaller. 

Because of the particular mineralogy and porosity distribution in the Barnett Shale 

and its relationship to rock properties I found that on the Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross 

plot, the Young’s modulus helps to distinguish between rich and poor rock. 

Gas production rates measured in the production logs and the distribution of the 

microseismic events corroborate that Lambda-rho/Mu-rho cross plots computed from 

surface seismic data can predict where the reservoir hydraulic fracturing will be the 

most effective. The best well is linked to zones that are both brittle and rich. 

Fractures will preferentially grow towards the brittle rock no matter where the 

well is completed. For instance, Well C and Well D are almost fully (more than 90% of 

the horizontal section) completed in ductile (blue and yellow) rock. However, the 

majority (65%) of the microseismic events recorded while hydraulically fracturing them 

appeared in adjacent brittle rocks. 
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Fractures stages placed in brittle rock perform better than fractures placed in 

ductile and poor rock. Eleven perforation clusters completed in brittle rock produced an 

average of 403 MSCF/d of gas each, while ten perforation clusters completed in ductile 

and poor rock produced an average of 176 MSCF/d of gas each. 

Ideally, the horizontal section of the wells should be centered in layers 

characterized as brittle because in the near wellbore region where the rock is exposed to 

higher stresses due to production, the rock needs to be competent enough to maintain 

the hydraulic fractures open to flow. Consequently, my recommendation is that wells be 

completed in Brittle-Rich rock or Brittle-Poor rock if such layer is underlain/overlain by 

rock with high gas content or rich rock. 
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Appendix A: MATLAB Code 

Appendix A1: Reading the Data 

This subroutine, saved under the name “importfile2.m”, opens the file 

“MS_Nine_Wells_Matlab_Corrected.xlsb” which contains all the microseismic raw 

data, reads all the information contained in it, and assigns array variable to each of the 

columns in the file. The following code can be run in MATLAB® 7.12. 

function importfile2(~) 

%IMPORTFILE1(FILETOREAD1) 

%  Imports data from the specified file 

%  FILETOREAD1:  file to read 

 

%  Auto-generated by MATLAB on 03-Mar-2012 17:01:51 

 

% Import the file 

fileToRead1='MS_Nine_Wells_Matlab_Corrected.xlsb'; 

sheetName='Nine_Wells_MSLocations'; 

[numbers, strings, raw] = xlsread(fileToRead1, sheetName); 

if ~isempty(numbers) 

    newData1.data =  numbers; 

end 

 

if ~isempty(strings) && ~isempty(numbers) 

    [strRows, strCols] = size(strings); 

    [numRows, numCols] = size(numbers); 

    likelyRow = size(raw,1) - numRows; 

% Break the data up into a new structure with one field per column. 

if strCols == numCols && likelyRow > 0 && strRows >= likelyRow 

        newData1.colheaders = strings(likelyRow, :); 

end 

end 

 

% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 

for i = 1:size(newData1.colheaders, 2) 

    assignin('base', genvarname(newData1.colheaders{i}), newData1.data(:,i)); 

end 
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Appendix A2: Filtering the Data 

This subroutine, saved under the name “createfigure2_viewing_limit.m”, does basically 

three global operations on the microseismic raw data. Firstly, it searches and discards 

all the microseismic events that do not have the magnitude reading. Then, it computes 

the distance between the microseismic event and the monitoring array; and finally, it 

removes all the microseismic points whose magnitudes are below the viewing limit 

determined independently for each stimulated well. Within the code, the three 

operations are named as: 

• "NaN" Cleaning 

• Distance calculation and partitioning the data. 

• Removing data below the viewing limit 

The following code can be run in MATLAB® 7.12. This code also generates two plots 

of distance versus magnitude for each well independently; one before and one after the 

data are filtered. 

"NaN" Cleaning 

This part of the code is in charge of deleting any entry in the data that does not have a 

magnitude reading. It is, only the points having all the relevant information such as 

Moment Magnitude, Moment log and Coordinates are preserved. The rest is cleared. 

x = EventXCoordinate0x28ft0x29; 

y = EventYCoordinate0x28ft0x29; 

z = EventTVDSubsea0x28ft0x29; 

EventDate=EventDate+datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

ABA=find(isnan(magnitude0x28Euc0x29(:,1))); 

EUC=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

x=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

y=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

z=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

AZI=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

Date=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

Time=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

Density=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 
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MaxAZI=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

minAZI=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

MaxINC=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

minINC=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

MD=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

Moment=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

Angle=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

Reliability=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

Distance=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

VertDis=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

WellC=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

StageC=zeros(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1),1); 

counter=1; 

counter2=1; 

for che=1:size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1) 

if counter2<=size(ABA,1) 

if che==ABA(counter2,1) 

            counter2=counter2+1; 

else 

            EUC(counter,1)=magnitude0x28Euc0x29(che,1); 

            x(counter,1)=EventXCoordinate0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

            y(counter,1)=EventYCoordinate0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

            z(counter,1)=EventTVDSubsea0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

            AZI(counter,1)=Azimuth0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

            Date(counter,1)=EventDate(che,1); 

            Time(counter,1)=EventTime(che,1); 

            Density(counter,1)=EventDensity(che,1); 

            MaxAZI(counter,1)=MaxStressAzimuth0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

            minAZI(counter,1)=MinStressAzimuth0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

            MaxINC(counter,1)=MaxStressInclination0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

            minINC(counter,1)=MinStressInclination0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

            MD(counter,1)=MeasuredDepth0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

            Moment(counter,1)=MomentLog0x28J0x29(che,1); 

            Angle(counter,1)=PolarAngle0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

            Reliability(counter,1)=Reliability0x28Euc0x29(che,1); 

            VertDis(counter,1)=VerticalDist0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

            WellC(counter,1)=Well(che,1); 

            StageC(counter,1)=Stage(che,1); 

            counter=counter+1; 

end 

else 

    EUC(counter,1)=magnitude0x28Euc0x29(che,1); 

    x(counter,1)=EventXCoordinate0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

    y(counter,1)=EventYCoordinate0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

    z(counter,1)=EventTVDSubsea0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

    AZI(counter,1)=Azimuth0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

    Date(counter,1)=EventDate(che,1); 

    Time(counter,1)=EventTime(che,1); 

    Density(counter,1)=EventDensity(che,1); 

    MaxAZI(counter,1)=MaxStressAzimuth0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

    minAZI(counter,1)=MinStressAzimuth0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

    MaxINC(counter,1)=MaxStressInclination0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

    minINC(counter,1)=MinStressInclination0x28dega0x29(che,1); 

    MD(counter,1)=MeasuredDepth0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

    Moment(counter,1)=MomentLog0x28J0x29(che,1); 

    Angle(counter,1)=PolarAngle0x28dega0x29(che,1); 
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    Reliability(counter,1)=Reliability0x28Euc0x29(che,1); 

    VertDis(counter,1)=VerticalDist0x28ft0x29(che,1); 

    WellC(counter,1)=Well(che,1); 

    StageC(counter,1)=Stage(che,1); 

    counter=counter+1; 

end 

%che = che+1; 

 

end 

 

Distance calculation and partitioning the data. 

This part of the program computes the distance of each event recorded with respect to 

the observation well. At the same time it partitions the data. The objective of sectioning 

the data is to be able to create a scatter plot for each well independently. 

zo=6700; 

counter3=1; 

counter10=1; 

counter15=1; 

counter18=1; 

counter30=1; 

counter115=1; 

counter116=1; 

counter121=1; 

counter126=1; 

counter258=1; 

counter259=1; 

for che=1:(size(magnitude0x28Euc0x29,1)-size(ABA,1)) 

switch WellC(che) 

case 3 

            xo=2035793.67; 

yo=538201.74; 

            Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC3(counter3)=EUC(che); 

            Dist3(counter3)=Distance(che); 

            Stage3(counter3)=StageC(che); 

            x3(counter3,1)=x(che,1); 

            y3(counter3,1)=y(che,1); 

            z3(counter3,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI3(counter3,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date3(counter3,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time3(counter3,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density3(counter3,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI3(counter3,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI3(counter3,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC3(counter3,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC3(counter3,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD3(counter3,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment3(counter3,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle3(counter3,1)=Angle(che,1); 
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            Reliability3(counter3,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis3(counter3,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter3=counter3+1; 

case 10 

            xo=2021138.98; 

            yo=533221.83; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC10(counter10)=EUC(che); 

            Dist10(counter10)=Distance(che); 

            Stage10(counter10)=StageC(che); 

            x10(counter10,1)=x(che,1); 

            y10(counter10,1)=y(che,1); 

            z10(counter10,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI10(counter10,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date10(counter10,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time10(counter10,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density10(counter10,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI10(counter10,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI10(counter10,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC10(counter10,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC10(counter10,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD10(counter10,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment10(counter10,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle10(counter10,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability10(counter10,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis10(counter10,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter10=counter10+1; 

case 15 

            xo=2037369.67; 

            yo=529578.64; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC15(counter15)=EUC(che); 

            Dist15(counter15)=Distance(che); 

            Stage15(counter15)=StageC(che); 

            x15(counter15,1)=x(che,1); 

            y15(counter15,1)=y(che,1); 

            z15(counter15,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI15(counter15,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date15(counter15,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time15(counter15,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density15(counter15,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI15(counter15,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI15(counter15,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC15(counter15,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC15(counter15,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD15(counter15,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment15(counter15,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle15(counter15,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability15(counter15,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis15(counter15,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter15=counter15+1; 

case 18 

            xo=2029687.97; 

            yo=529194.04; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC18(counter18)=EUC(che); 
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            Dist18(counter18)=Distance(che); 

            Stage18(counter18)=StageC(che); 

            x18(counter18,1)=x(che,1); 

            y18(counter18,1)=y(che,1); 

            z18(counter18,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI18(counter18,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date18(counter18,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time18(counter18,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density18(counter18,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI18(counter18,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI18(counter18,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC18(counter18,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC18(counter18,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD18(counter18,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment18(counter18,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle18(counter18,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability18(counter18,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis18(counter18,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter18=counter18+1; 

case 30 

            xo=2042872.97; 

            yo=533326.04; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC30(counter30)=EUC(che); 

            Dist30(counter30)=Distance(che); 

            Stage30(counter30)=StageC(che); 

            x30(counter30,1)=x(che,1); 

            y30(counter30,1)=y(che,1); 

            z30(counter30,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI30(counter30,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date30(counter30,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time30(counter30,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density30(counter30,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI30(counter30,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI30(counter30,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC30(counter30,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC30(counter30,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD30(counter30,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment30(counter30,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle30(counter30,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability30(counter30,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis30(counter30,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter30=counter30+1; 

case 115 

            xo=2050452.01; 

            yo=540731.15; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC115(counter115)=EUC(che); 

            Dist115(counter115)=Distance(che); 

            Stage115(counter115)=StageC(che); 

            x115(counter115,1)=x(che,1); 

            y115(counter115,1)=y(che,1); 

            z115(counter115,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI115(counter115,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date115(counter115,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time115(counter115,1)=Time(che,1); 
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            Density115(counter115,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI115(counter115,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI115(counter115,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC115(counter115,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC115(counter115,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD115(counter115,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment115(counter115,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle115(counter115,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability115(counter115,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis115(counter115,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter115=counter115+1; 

case 116 

            xo=2049618.18; 

            yo=539055.96; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC116(counter116)=EUC(che); 

            Dist116(counter116)=Distance(che); 

            Stage116(counter116)=StageC(che); 

            x116(counter116,1)=x(che,1); 

            y116(counter116,1)=y(che,1); 

            z116(counter116,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI116(counter116,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date116(counter116,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time116(counter116,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density116(counter116,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI116(counter116,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI116(counter116,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC116(counter116,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC116(counter116,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD116(counter116,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment116(counter116,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle116(counter116,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability116(counter116,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis116(counter116,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter116=counter116+1; 

case 121 

            xo=2050452.01; 

            yo=540731.15; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC121(counter121)=EUC(che); 

            Dist121(counter121)=Distance(che); 

            Stage121(counter121)=StageC(che); 

            x121(counter121,1)=x(che,1); 

            y121(counter121,1)=y(che,1); 

            z121(counter121,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI121(counter121,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date121(counter121,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time121(counter121,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density121(counter121,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI121(counter121,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI121(counter121,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC121(counter121,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC121(counter121,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD121(counter121,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment121(counter121,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle121(counter121,1)=Angle(che,1); 
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            Reliability121(counter121,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis121(counter121,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter121=counter121+1; 

case 126 

            xo=2049618.18; 

            yo=539055.96; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC126(counter126)=EUC(che); 

            Dist126(counter126)=Distance(che); 

            Stage126(counter126)=StageC(che); 

            x126(counter126,1)=x(che,1); 

            y126(counter126,1)=y(che,1); 

            z126(counter126,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI126(counter126,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date126(counter126,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time126(counter126,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density126(counter126,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI126(counter126,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI126(counter126,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC126(counter126,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC126(counter126,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD126(counter126,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment126(counter126,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle126(counter126,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability126(counter126,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis126(counter126,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter126=counter126+1; 

case 258 

            xo=2018025.66; 

            yo=519275.17; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC258(counter258)=EUC(che); 

            Dist258(counter258)=Distance(che); 

            Stage258(counter258)=StageC(che); 

            x258(counter258,1)=x(che,1); 

            y258(counter258,1)=y(che,1); 

            z258(counter258,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI258(counter258,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date258(counter258,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time258(counter258,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density258(counter258,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI258(counter258,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI258(counter258,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC258(counter258,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC258(counter258,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD258(counter258,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment258(counter258,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle258(counter258,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability258(counter258,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis258(counter258,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter258=counter258+1; 

case 259 

            xo=2018772.81; 

            yo=518917.61; 

Distance(che,1)=((x(che,1)-xo)^2+(y(che,1)-yo)^2+(z(che,1)-zo)^2)^.5; 

EUC259(counter259)=EUC(che); 
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            Dist259(counter259)=Distance(che); 

            Stage259(counter259)=StageC(che); 

            x259(counter259,1)=x(che,1); 

            y259(counter259,1)=y(che,1); 

            z259(counter259,1)=z(che,1); 

            AZI259(counter259,1)=AZI(che,1); 

            Date259(counter259,1)=Date(che,1); 

            Time259(counter259,1)=Time(che,1); 

            Density259(counter259,1)=Density(che,1); 

            MaxAZI259(counter259,1)=MaxAZI(che,1); 

            minAZI259(counter259,1)=minAZI(che,1); 

            MaxINC259(counter259,1)=MaxINC(che,1); 

            minINC259(counter259,1)=minINC(che,1); 

            MD259(counter259,1)=MD(che,1); 

            Moment259(counter259,1)=Moment(che,1); 

            Angle259(counter259,1)=Angle(che,1); 

            Reliability259(counter259,1)=Reliability(che,1); 

            VertDis259(counter259,1)=VertDis(che,1); 

            counter259=counter259+1; 

otherwise 

            warning('The data corresponding to this well is not recorded'); 

end 

end 

EUCN = (EUC - min(EUC)+1)*10; 

n=1; 

if counter3 >1 

    EUCN3 = (EUC3 - min(EUC3)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist3,EUC3,EUCN3,Stage3,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude (Well H3)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H3 were not recorded'); 

end 

% 

if counter10 > 1 

    EUCN10 = (EUC10 - min(EUC10)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist10,EUC10,EUCN10,Stage10,'filled'); 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H10 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter15 >1 

    EUCN15 = (EUC15 - min(EUC15)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist15,EUC15,EUCN15,Stage15,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H15)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 
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    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H15 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter18 >1 

    EUCN18 = (EUC18 - min(EUC18)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist18,EUC18,EUCN18,Stage18,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H18)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H18 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter30>1 

    EUCN30 = (EUC30 - min(EUC30)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist30,EUC30,EUCN30,Stage30,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H30)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H30 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter115>1 

    EUCN115 = (EUC115 - min(EUC115)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist115,EUC115,EUCN115,Stage115,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H115)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H115 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter116>1 

    EUCN116 = (EUC116 - min(EUC116)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist116,EUC116,EUCN116,Stage116,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H116)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H116 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter121>1 

    EUCN121 = (EUC121 - min(EUC121)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist121,EUC121,EUCN121,Stage121,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 
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    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H121)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H121 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter126>1 

    EUCN126 = (EUC126 - min(EUC126)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist126,EUC126,EUCN126,Stage126,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H126)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H126 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter258>1 

    EUCN258 = (EUC258 - min(EUC258)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist258,EUC258,EUCN258,Stage258,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well V258)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well V258 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter259>1 

    EUCN259 = (EUC259 - min(EUC259)+1)*10; 

    figure(n) 

    scatter(Dist259,EUC259,EUCN259,Stage259,'filled'); 

    xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

    ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

    title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well V259)') 

    colorbar 

    n=n+1; 

else 

    warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well V259 were not recorded'); 

end 

 

Removing data below the viewing limit 

This portion of the code removes the microseismic events whose magnitudes are below 

the viewing limit determined independently for each stimulated well. The viewing limit 

is determined as the smallest event that can be detected at the farthest point from the 

monitor array. 
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n=11; 

if counter3>1 

            Lim=find(EUC3>-1.9);  %Gets the index of values in EUC3 greater than -1.9 

            EUC3=EUC3(Lim);       %discards entries of EUC3 that are smaller than or equal to -1.9 

            EUCN3=EUCN3(Lim); 

            Dist3=Dist3(Lim); 

            Stage3=Stage3(Lim); 

            x3=x3(Lim); 

y3=y3(Lim); 

            z3=z3(Lim); 

AZI3=AZI3(Lim); 

            Date3=Date3(Lim); 

            Date3=Date3-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time3=Time3(Lim); 

            Density3=Density3(Lim); 

            MaxAZI3=MaxAZI3(Lim); 

            minAZI3=minAZI3(Lim); 

            MaxINC3=MaxINC3(Lim); 

            minINC3=minINC3(Lim); 

            MD3=MD3(Lim); 

            Moment3=Moment3(Lim); 

            Angle3=Angle3(Lim); 

            Reliability3=Reliability3(Lim); 

            VertDis3=VertDis3(Lim); 

            counter3=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist3,EUC3,EUCN3,Stage3,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude (Well H3)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H3 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter10>1 

            Lim=find(EUC10>-1.9); 

            EUC10=EUC10(Lim); 

            EUCN10=EUCN10(Lim); 

            Dist10=Dist10(Lim); 

            Stage10=Stage10(Lim); 

x10=x10(Lim); 

            y10=y10(Lim); 

z10=z10(Lim); 

            AZI10=AZI10(Lim); 

            Date10=Date10(Lim); 

            Date10=Date10-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time10=Time10(Lim); 

            Density10=Density10(Lim); 

            MaxAZI10=MaxAZI10(Lim); 

            minAZI10=minAZI10(Lim); 

            MaxINC10=MaxINC10(Lim); 

            minINC10=minINC10(Lim); 

            MD10=MD10(Lim); 

            Moment10=Moment10(Lim); 

            Angle10=Angle10(Lim); 
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            Reliability10=Reliability10(Lim); 

            VertDis10=VertDis10(Lim); 

            counter10=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist10,EUC10,EUCN10,Stage10,'filled'); 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H10 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter15>1 

            Lim=find(EUC15>-1.9); 

            EUC15=EUC15(Lim); 

            EUCN15=EUCN15(Lim); 

            Dist15=Dist15(Lim); 

            Stage15=Stage15(Lim); 

x15=x15(Lim); 

            y15=y15(Lim); 

z15=z15(Lim); 

            AZI15=AZI15(Lim); 

            Date15=Date15(Lim); 

            Date15=Date15-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time15=Time15(Lim); 

            Density15=Density15(Lim); 

            MaxAZI15=MaxAZI15(Lim); 

            minAZI15=minAZI15(Lim); 

            MaxINC15=MaxINC15(Lim); 

            minINC15=minINC15(Lim); 

            MD15=MD15(Lim); 

            Moment15=Moment15(Lim); 

            Angle15=Angle15(Lim); 

            Reliability15=Reliability15(Lim); 

            VertDis15=VertDis15(Lim); 

            counter15=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist15,EUC15,EUCN15,Stage15,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H15)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H15 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter18>1 

            Lim=find(EUC18>-1.8); 

            EUC18=EUC18(Lim); 

            EUCN18=EUCN18(Lim); 

            Dist18=Dist18(Lim); 

            Stage18=Stage18(Lim); 

x18=x18(Lim); 

            y18=y18(Lim); 

z18=z18(Lim); 

            AZI18=AZI18(Lim); 

            Date18=Date18(Lim); 

            Date18=Date18-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time18=Time18(Lim); 
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            Density18=Density18(Lim); 

            MaxAZI18=MaxAZI18(Lim); 

            minAZI18=minAZI18(Lim); 

            MaxINC18=MaxINC18(Lim); 

            minINC18=minINC18(Lim); 

            MD18=MD18(Lim); 

            Moment18=Moment18(Lim); 

            Angle18=Angle18(Lim); 

            Reliability18=Reliability18(Lim); 

            VertDis18=VertDis18(Lim); 

            counter18=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist18,EUC18,EUCN18,Stage18,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H18)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H18 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter30>1 

            Lim=find(EUC30>-1.9); 

            EUC30=EUC30(Lim); 

            EUCN30=EUCN30(Lim); 

            Dist30=Dist30(Lim); 

            Stage30=Stage30(Lim); 

x30=x30(Lim); 

            y30=y30(Lim); 

z30=z30(Lim); 

            AZI30=AZI30(Lim); 

            Date30=Date30(Lim); 

            Date30=Date30-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time30=Time30(Lim); 

            Density30=Density30(Lim); 

            MaxAZI30=MaxAZI30(Lim); 

            minAZI30=minAZI30(Lim); 

            MaxINC30=MaxINC30(Lim); 

            minINC30=minINC30(Lim); 

            MD30=MD30(Lim); 

            Moment30=Moment30(Lim); 

            Angle30=Angle30(Lim); 

            Reliability30=Reliability30(Lim); 

            VertDis30=VertDis30(Lim); 

            counter30=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist30,EUC30,EUCN30,Stage30,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H30)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H30 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter115>1 
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            Lim=find(EUC115>-2.7); 

            EUC115=EUC115(Lim); 

            EUCN115=EUCN115(Lim); 

            Dist115=Dist115(Lim); 

            Stage115=Stage115(Lim); 

x115=x115(Lim); 

            y115=y115(Lim); 

z115=z115(Lim); 

            AZI115=AZI115(Lim); 

            Date115=Date115(Lim); 

            Date115=Date115-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time115=Time115(Lim); 

            Density115=Density115(Lim); 

            MaxAZI115=MaxAZI115(Lim); 

            minAZI115=minAZI115(Lim); 

            MaxINC115=MaxINC115(Lim); 

            minINC115=minINC115(Lim); 

            MD115=MD115(Lim); 

            Moment115=Moment115(Lim); 

            Angle115=Angle115(Lim); 

            Reliability115=Reliability115(Lim); 

            VertDis115=VertDis115(Lim); 

            counter115=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist115,EUC115,EUCN115,Stage115,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H115)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H115 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter116>1 

            Lim=find(EUC116>-2.7); 

            EUC116=EUC116(Lim); 

            EUCN116=EUCN116(Lim); 

            Dist116=Dist116(Lim); 

            Stage116=Stage116(Lim); 

x116=x116(Lim); 

            y116=y116(Lim); 

z116=z116(Lim); 

            AZI116=AZI116(Lim); 

            Date116=Date116(Lim); 

            Date116=Date116-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time116=Time116(Lim); 

            Density116=Density116(Lim); 

            MaxAZI116=MaxAZI116(Lim); 

            minAZI116=minAZI116(Lim); 

            MaxINC116=MaxINC116(Lim); 

            minINC116=minINC116(Lim); 

            MD116=MD116(Lim); 

            Moment116=Moment116(Lim); 

            Angle116=Angle116(Lim); 

            Reliability116=Reliability116(Lim); 

            VertDis116=VertDis116(Lim); 
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            counter116=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist116,EUC116,EUCN116,Stage116,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H116)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H116 were not recorded'); 

end 

%case 121 

if counter121>1 

            Lim=find(EUC121>-2.7); 

            EUC121=EUC121(Lim); 

            EUCN121=EUCN121(Lim); 

            Dist121=Dist121(Lim); 

            Stage121=Stage121(Lim); 

x121=x121(Lim); 

            y121=y121(Lim); 

z121=z121(Lim); 

            AZI121=AZI121(Lim); 

            Date121=Date121(Lim); 

            Date121=Date121-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time121=Time121(Lim); 

            Density121=Density121(Lim); 

            MaxAZI121=MaxAZI121(Lim); 

            minAZI121=minAZI121(Lim); 

            MaxINC121=MaxINC121(Lim); 

            minINC121=minINC121(Lim); 

            MD121=MD121(Lim); 

            Moment121=Moment121(Lim); 

            Angle121=Angle121(Lim); 

            Reliability121=Reliability121(Lim); 

            VertDis121=VertDis121(Lim); 

            counter121=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist121,EUC121,EUCN121,Stage121,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H121)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H121 were not recorded'); 

end 

%case 126 

if counter126>1 

            Lim=find(EUC126>-2.8); 

            EUC126=EUC126(Lim); 

            EUCN126=EUCN126(Lim); 

            Dist126=Dist126(Lim); 

            Stage126=Stage126(Lim); 

x126=x126(Lim); 

            y126=y126(Lim); 

z126=z126(Lim); 
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            AZI126=AZI126(Lim); 

            Date126=Date126(Lim); 

            Date126=Date126-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time126=Time126(Lim); 

            Density126=Density126(Lim); 

            MaxAZI126=MaxAZI126(Lim); 

            minAZI126=minAZI126(Lim); 

            MaxINC126=MaxINC126(Lim); 

            minINC126=minINC126(Lim); 

            MD126=MD126(Lim); 

            Moment126=Moment126(Lim); 

            Angle126=Angle126(Lim); 

            Reliability126=Reliability126(Lim); 

            VertDis126=VertDis126(Lim); 

            counter126=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist126,EUC126,EUCN126,Stage126,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well H126)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well H126 were not recorded'); 

end 

if counter258>1 

            Lim=find(EUC258>-2.1); 

            EUC258=EUC258(Lim); 

            EUCN258=EUCN258(Lim); 

            Dist258=Dist258(Lim); 

            Stage258=Stage258(Lim); 

x258=x258(Lim); 

            y258=y258(Lim); 

z258=z258(Lim); 

            AZI258=AZI258(Lim); 

            Date258=Date258(Lim); 

            Date258=Date258-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time258=Time258(Lim); 

            Density258=Density258(Lim); 

            MaxAZI258=MaxAZI258(Lim); 

            minAZI258=minAZI258(Lim); 

            MaxINC258=MaxINC258(Lim); 

            minINC258=minINC258(Lim); 

            MD258=MD258(Lim); 

            Moment258=Moment258(Lim); 

            Angle258=Angle258(Lim); 

            Reliability258=Reliability258(Lim); 

            VertDis258=VertDis258(Lim); 

            counter258=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist258,EUC258,EUCN258,Stage258,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well V258)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 
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else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well V258 were not recorded'); 

end 

%case 259 

if counter259>1 

            Lim=find(EUC259>-1.5); 

            EUC259=EUC259(Lim); 

            EUCN259=EUCN259(Lim); 

            Dist259=Dist259(Lim); 

            Stage259=Stage259(Lim); 

x259=x259(Lim); 

            y259=y259(Lim); 

z259=z259(Lim); 

            AZI259=AZI259(Lim); 

            Date259=Date259(Lim); 

            Date259=Date259-datenum('30-Dec-1899'); 

            Time259=Time259(Lim); 

            Density259=Density259(Lim); 

            MaxAZI259=MaxAZI259(Lim); 

            minAZI259=minAZI259(Lim); 

            MaxINC259=MaxINC259(Lim); 

            minINC259=minINC259(Lim); 

            MD259=MD259(Lim); 

            Moment259=Moment259(Lim); 

            Angle259=Angle259(Lim); 

            Reliability259=Reliability259(Lim); 

            VertDis259=VertDis259(Lim); 

            counter259=size(Lim,2); 

            figure(n) 

            scatter(Dist259,EUC259,EUCN259,Stage259,'filled'); 

            xlabel('Distance (ft.)') 

            ylabel ('Moment Magnitude') 

            title ('Distance Vs Moment Magnitude(Well V259)') 

            colorbar 

            n=n+1; 

else 

            warning('The microseismic Magnitudes corresponding to Well V259 were not recorded'); 

end 

Total=counter3+counter15+counter18+counter115 ... 

+counter116+counter121+counter126+counter258+counter259; 

 

g = ksdensity(Density,'weights',Reliability); 

 

Appendix A3: Exporting the Data 

This subroutine, saved under the name “expordata.m”, creates the file 

“'Microseismic_filtered.xlsb” and exports the filtered data to this Excel binary file. It 

writes the information corresponding to each well into a different tab in the file. The 

following code can be run in MATLAB® 7.12. 
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WELL_H3 = [Stage3',Density3,Date3,Time3,z3,x3,y3,Moment3,VertDis3,AZI3,... 

           EUC3',MaxAZI3,MaxINC3,MD3,minAZI3,minINC3,Angle3,Reliability3]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_H3, 'WELL H3', 'A1'); 

WELL_H15 = [Stage15',Density15,Date15,Time15,z15,x15,y15,Moment15,... 

           VertDis15,AZI15,EUC15',MaxAZI15,MaxINC15,MD15,minAZI15,minINC15,... 

           Angle15,Reliability15]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_H15, 'WELL H15', 'A1'); 

WELL_H18 = [Stage18',Density18,Date18,Time18,z18,x18,y18,Moment18,... 

           VertDis18,AZI18,EUC18',MaxAZI18,MaxINC18,MD18,minAZI18,minINC18,... 

           Angle18,Reliability18]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_H18, 'WELL H18', 'A1'); 

WELL_H115 = [Stage115',Density115,Date115,Time115,z115,x115,y115,Moment115,... 

           VertDis115,AZI115,EUC115',MaxAZI115,MaxINC115,MD115,minAZI115,... 

           minINC115,Angle115,Reliability115]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_H115, 'WELL H115', 'A1'); 

WELL_H116 = [Stage116',Density116,Date116,Time116,z116,x116,y116,Moment116,... 

           VertDis116,AZI116,EUC116',MaxAZI116,MaxINC116,MD116,minAZI116,... 

           minINC116,Angle116,Reliability116]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_H116, 'WELL H116', 'A1'); 

WELL_H121 = [Stage121',Density121,Date121,Time121,z121,x121,y121,Moment121,... 

           VertDis121,AZI121,EUC121',MaxAZI121,MaxINC121,MD121,minAZI121,... 

           minINC121,Angle121,Reliability121]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_H121, 'WELL H121', 'A1'); 

WELL_H126 = [Stage126',Density126,Date126,Time126,z126,x126,y126,Moment126,... 

           VertDis126,AZI126,EUC126',MaxAZI126,MaxINC126,MD126,minAZI126,... 

           minINC126,Angle126,Reliability126]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_H126, 'WELL H126', 'A1'); 

WELL_V258 = [Stage258',Density258,Date258,Time258,z258,x258,y258,Moment258,... 

           VertDis258,AZI258,EUC258',MaxAZI258,MaxINC258,MD258,minAZI258,... 

           minINC258,Angle258,Reliability258]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_V258, 'WELL V258', 'A1'); 

WELL_V259 = [Stage259',Density259,Date259,Time259,z259,x259,y259,Moment259,... 

           VertDis259,AZI259,EUC259',MaxAZI259,MaxINC259,MD259,minAZI259,... 

           minINC259,Angle259,Reliability259]; 

xlswrite('Microseismic_filtered.xlsb', WELL_V259, 'WELL V258', 'A1'); 
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Appendix B: Geologic Time Scale 

 
Figure 60. Geologic Time Scale: The Geological Society of America. Walkerand 

Geissman (2009). 
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